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Music OCLC Users Group Annual Meeting 
and 

83rd Annual Music Library Association Meeting 
 
Atlanta, Georgia, February 25-March 2, 2014 
 
Executive Summary 

Music librarians from all over the United States, Canada, and beyond attended the annual meeting 
in Atlanta this year. There were 405 registrants. MOUG (The Music OCLC Users Group) met on 
Tuesday and Wednesday covering OCLC specific information and activities; and MLA (The 
Music Library Association) met from Wednesday through Saturday for general music library 
business. The music librarians that we connect with on listservs were there in person. 
 
Music librarians are as outspoken as I remember them when I last attended our annual meeting a 
few years ago. There are many new, young faces and a few old ones that I know from the past. 
Music catalogers continue to push for RDA updates that accommodate the peculiarities of music 
notes and sound. A new “Best Practices” document was released last week in 127 pages with 27 
pages of full cataloging examples. 
 
In case you were wondering what RDA is, the following information is from the Joint Steering 
Committee for Development of RDA:  

RDA: Resource Description and Access was developed by JSC as part of its 
strategic plan (2005-2009) to replace the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, 2nd 
Edition Revised, which were first published in 1978. 

RDA provides a set of guidelines and instructions on formulating data to support 
resource discovery.  RDA provides a comprehensive set of guidelines and 
instructions covering all types of content and media.  

News: The MARC format is dead. We have heard this before but its demise is fast approaching, 
In library time that means possibly within five years. In its place is BIBFRAME, a web, URI, 
linked data system that will finally move libraries into the popular and efficient Google and 
Wikipedia world just like Amazon and Barnes & Noble. 
 
Music catalogers were out in full force and, of course, they were disagreeing on how to apply 
RDA to music and how to change RDA to make it work for the weird and unusual subject of 
music. My emphasis at the meeting was cataloging so that I could bring back RDA information 
that would assist the Technical Services Department in its implementation of RDA at the BPL. 
 

Tuesday – MOUG  
5 p.m. Plenary Session: RDA and Authorities, Panel 

Three panelists summarized their authority work and answered submitted questions: 
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1. Kathy Glennan, U. of Maryland, described the “667s of doom,” or, the creation of difficult 
authority records (ARs), which is time consuming but important. Noted: 046 $v for dates 
from sources; 380 form of work when not on the approved list (example: prelude). Field 667 
in the AF is according to LC a “note that provides general information about a 1XX heading 
for which a specialized note field has not been defined. Information may be permanent or 
temporary and may or may not be written in a form that is adequate for public display. Each 
distinct item of information is contained in a separate 667 field.”  

2. Jean Harden, U. of North Texas, does not add ARs but creates composer headings in 
bibliographic records as they world be created in ARs. AR creation is too time 
consuming. 

3. Morris Levy, Northwestern U., creates ARs for everything and is converting ALL 
bibliographic records to RDA in preparation for a new local system conversion. 
 
Questions from the floor with answers from the panel: 
- Don’t create ARs for expressions, create ARs only for works—except for vocal music 

translation. 
- Quote from Mickey Koth: “RDA doesn’t say that, I say that.” 
- “The Cascading Vortex of Horror:” occurs when there is no publisher, place, or date. It 

looks like this in a bibliographic record: 264 [place of publication not identified] 
[publisher not identified] [distributor not identified] [date not specified].  

 
6 p.m. NACO-Music Project Participants meeting 

- Alan Ringwood, Chair, NMP Advisory Committee: The Project produced 11,000 records 
in 2013 and 340,000 since inception. 

- Mark Scharff, NMP Coordinator: He works with PCC, CC:DA, and ACIG (Authority 
Control Interest Group). There will be a new LC representative after a resent retirement. 
There is interest is forming a BIBCO funnel for music. 

- Recording data in NARs: the OCLC macro needs improvement especially the 382 $n and 
374 fields; get rid of GMDs so future catalogers will not have to keep deleting them; 
dates look like [2006], c2006 and this is OK even in the fixed field where these dates 
would be 2006,2006, a little redundant but very RDAish. 

- The majority agreed that reinstating LCRI 25.31B1 (omitting medium for distinctive 
titles when adding it will not break a conflict) and would modify RDA 6.28.1.10 to 
accomplish this.  

- PCC has quotas of work and oversees NACO and NACO catalogers before they can be 
trusted to input NACO records without supervision. Those who pass the quality test are 
“declared independent” for NACO authority work. 

- Only about half of the audience is cataloging in RDA. 
- There will be an update to the RDA Toolkit in April that will fix the music “cognates” in 

RDA 6.14.25.1. This is now online at the JSC (Joint Steering Committee) web site. 
- Quote about cognates from Damian Iseminger: “Concerti Grossi have never been 

changed to Large Concertos.” This is in reference to the music cataloging problem of 
what to call a German song: is it a Lieder or a song; and is it Sonaten, sonatas, or sonate 
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in the preferred access point [uniform title]? RDA 6.14.25.1 is less than clear in this 
cognate situation. 

 
Wednesday – MOUG/MLA 
8:30 a.m. MOUG Hot Topics 

William “Mac” Nelson, U. of North Carolina, Cello Cataloger, chair of program; Jay Weitz, 
OCLC, presented answers to three submitted questions of concerns about music cataloging in 
OCLC. 

- Field 100 contains a composer/creator and never a performer if not a creator also. 
- Performers go in field 245 $c sometimes, 508, and 511. Example: Rene Fleming Sings; 

Fleming goes in field 511, maybe in 245 $c, never in 100 since she has never written a 
song. 

- New field: 546 $b Staff notation. This is required by RDA but looks funny in ILS 
because it often is labeled “Language.” 

- Why does OCLC not prompt 040 $e and $b for rda and English? Because 60% of new 
records in OCLC are not English. 

- “Record Builder” may be the new name for Connexion when it moves to the Web 
sometime in the future. Record Builder will be fully functional like the current non-Web 
Connexion and will connect to BIBFRAME, which OCLC is helping to develop. 

- Please correct incorrect language codes found in field 040 $b. 
- Cornell is getting rid of LSCH and moving to FAST. The days of using Library of 

Congress Subject Headings are numbered. 
- 38x fields are usually input in the MARC record but not displayed in the ILS. 
- Field 384, Key, can be used in a bibliographic record as well as an authority record 

especially if the item is an arranged with in a different key from the original. 
- OCLC’s World Share/World Cat Local displays are improving but have a long, long way 

to go before they satisfy music librarians. John Adams (the composer, of course) is a 
problem area. Preferred Access Points (formerly Uniform Titles) do not display yet. 

- Analytics are now called Authorized Access Points. 
- Links from 382s (Medium of performance) to multiple 700s may be done with $8 codes. 

[Just like Mary Lou Little, Harvard U., used $q to do the same thing in the 1970x. 
Progress is slow.]  

- The vision of the MARC founders in the 1960s is appreciated. MARC still works after 50 
years of bibliographic control. Nothing else has been as forward looking, resilient, or 
foresightful. 

 
9:30 a.m. Lightning Talks: Cataloging Challenges with RDA 

Sonia Archer-Capuzzo, U. North Carolina at Greensboro 
Rebecca Belford, U. Buffalo 
Sarah Hess Cohen, Florida State U. 
Beth Iseminger, Harvard U. 
Kevin Kishimoto, U. of Chicago 
Tracey Snyder, Cornell U. 
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The presenters had five minutes to speak before the buzzer went off. Here’s what they said: 
- Sonia Archer-Capuzzo, the U. of North Carolina at Greensboro has the largest collection 

of cello music in the world. Field to watch: 340 $d manuscript (holograph) ; 500 
Manuscript in pen; great OCLC example: #843754081. 

- Rebecca Belford discussed field 700 $i Based on (work): $a …  
- Sarah Hess Cohen talk was “Confronting the Unknown” and recommended subscribing 

to MOUG-L. 
- Beth Iseminger presented cataloging of reel-to-reel tapes and 78 rpm recordings. Field 

264 0 $c unpublished resources; field 344 (RDA 3.16) analog $c 78 rpm $d course 
groove $g mono $2 rda. The Latin term i.e. is now “that is.” Latin is out; English is in. 

- Kevin Kishimoto and Tracey Snyder presented and sang about the Compilation 
Conundrum, or, Additions to Access Points for Compilations. RDA requires record 
entered under title (formerly “main entries”) to have a field 130 when the title is identical 
to another title in the database. “Elvis” is the worst example of this. An OCLC title whole 
phrase search for “Elvis” gets over 1,500 answers. Each one of these needs a field 130. 
MOUG and MLA are trying the kill this rule in RDA. It was mentioned at almost every 
meeting at the conference. A four-page discussion paper was distributed by MLA’s 
Bibliographic Control Committee. 

 
12:45 p.m. Jimmy Carter Library and Museum Tour 

What’s a library conference without a library tour? The Jimmy Carter Museum tour achieved its 
purpose, just like the Kennedy Library in Dorchester, of convincing visitors that Jimmy was by 
far the best president ever. He certainly had many honors on display including the Nobel Peace 
Prize. Impressive. 
 

7:00 p.m. MLA Opening Reception and Exhibits 
A time to meet people and see the exhibitors trying to interest you in purchasing scores, online 
databases, and CDs. 

 
Thursday – MLA 
8:30 a.m. Welcome to the 83rd MLA Annual Meeting 

Patti Coulter, Kennesaw State University, did the welcoming. 
Also noted: RDA can stand for: Recommended Daily Allowance, Retirement Day Arriving, or 
Really Damned Awful. You choose. 

 
9:00 a.m. Plenary I: Sacred Harp Singing: Shape Notes, Songbooks, and Southern Culture 

Joyce Clinkscales, Emory U.; Jesse P. Karlsberg, Emory U.; Nathan Rees, U. of Tennessee, 
Knoxville; and the Sacred Harp Singers of Atlanta 

- “The Sacred Harp” began in 1844 and has had 30 revisions. See Emery U.’s 
http://www.southernspaces.org and http://jpkarlsberg.com/ for the MLA presentation. 

- We were introduced to shape note singing and got to sing along with some singers who 
knew what they were doing. It was very informative.     

 
11:00 a.m. Bibliographic Control Committee business meeting 
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- The MARBI (Machine-Readable Bibliographic Information) Committee has been 
renamed the MAC (MARC Advisory Committee) Committee.  

- At least six openings on various committees and subcommittees were filled by the end of 
the conference. 

- Music genre and medium of performance vocabulary projects are trying to list all of the 
possibilities so that music librarians will not have to make up terms (thus disobeying the 
rules). 

- LCMPT = Library of Congress Medium of Performance Thesaurus for Music. Example 
in LC cataloging-speak: sackbut: SN: A brass instrument operated using a telescopic 
slide, generally used in the 15th-18th centuries (translated to English the 
definition would be “a smallish early trombone”). See MARC field 382. Tentative 
list at: http://classificationweb.net/tentative-subjects/1414.html  

- Again: LCSH will be deleted and genre terms used for cataloging. How will local system 
display these new terms? Example: children, dogs, rescue. Can we make it clear who or 
what is being rescued when there is a long list of terms. 

- There will no longer be undifferentiated headings in the authority file. If your name is 
John Smith you MUST have a qualifier. 

- DCRM(M) = Descriptive Cataloging of Rare Materials (Music) 
- LC is advertising “Songs of America: a digital resource.” 

http://www.loc.gov/collection/songs-of-america/  
- OCLC announced that it is looking into allowing users to not only update cataloging 

records but also merge duplicate records. Great idea. 
- LC may have to catalog older materials and rely on other libraries to catalog newer 

materials. This means fewer DLC records to use for new materials. This may affect 
workflow instructions. 

 
1:30 p.m. Bibliographic Control Committee Authorities and Descriptive Subcommittees Joint business 
meeting 
 

- Question: when does a cataloger use “about” versus “approximately?” 
- New tweaking of RDA will make “Libretto based on:” in field 700 12 more organized 

and clearer. 
- The Cascading Vortex of Horror was again referenced. 
- The alternate corporate identity for “R.E.M. (Musical group)” was mentioned. (Since this 

is a G rated report I shall go no further.) This occurs in field 510 2 in the authority file. 
- Discussion of the “two or more parts” rule for suites was discussed at length: “Suites, 

parts 2-5” is bad and “Suites. Selections” is good. The cataloging record would have 
Suites, part 2; Suites, part 3; Suites, part 4; and Suites, part 5; more being better than less. 

- Score order: what is it? All I know personally is that flutes come first. The rest is up for 
discussion. It was pointed out that an early MLA meeting in the 1970s (?) trying to work 
this out but failed to reach an agreement. Maybe it’s those pesky sackbuts. 

- Bottom line: many RAD revision proposals are coming from these committees. 
 
3:30 p.m. Bibliographic Control Committee Town Hall 
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Beth Iseminger, Harvard U. and committee members 
- This session was an update in more general terms for a more general audience of the 

bibliographic committee business meetings held earlier. 
- More about LCMPT. 
- Field mentioned: 382 01 violin …; 655 Sonatas …; 385 College students; 386 Women 

librarians. Today we use 382/650 fields; tomorrow we will use 382/655. 
- LCGFT = Library of Congress Genre Form Terms 
- LCDGT = Library of Congress Demographic Group Terms 
- BIBFRAME = replacement for MARC See: http://www.loc.gov/bibframe/  
- Question I still have: A new code for score has been added: l = Score; a = Full score. I 

have heard that “l” should be used for RDA full scores and “a” used for AACR2 full 
scores. Why the difference? There must be a good reason that escapes me even though it 
has been explained before. 

 
8:00 p.m. Atlanta Symphony concert 

What’s a music library conference without music? A few of us met in downtown Atlanta at the 
home of the Atlanta Symphony for a concert conducted by Thierry Fischer and featuring Hilary 
Hahn, violin. Program: Mendelssohn, Fingal’s Cave; Nielsen, Violin concerto; and Tchaikovsky, 
Symphony no. 5 in E minor, opus 64. Some music we could hum along with and some we 
couldn’t. Much networking took place on the MARTA (train) ride back to our hotel. 

 
Friday – MLA 
7:30 a.m. Alexander Street Press breakfast 

This was the annual customer appreciation breakfast at MLA. The new Alexander Street Press 
interface was demonstrated. Latest stats: 940,000 tracks of streaming audio; 1,500 hours of 
streaming video; 29,000 editions of scores; and 124,000 pages of online reference. 

 
9:00 a.m. Plenary II: Moving on from MARC: An Examination of BIBFRAME (Bibliographic 
Framework Initiative). 

Lisa McFall, Hamilton College; Kevin Ford, Library of Congress; Kimmy Szeto, Baruch College, 
City U. of New York. 

- BIBFRAME began in May 2011. 
- BIBFRAME is not just digital surrogates of paper. 
- RDA is about more data and less free text; statements not records; an open standard. 
- More information on BIBFRAME see: http://bibframe.org/  
- URI = Uniform Resource Identifier – everybody has one to make them unique. 
- VIAF = Virtual International Authority File 
- The Linked Jazz project of OCLC and ALISE (The Association for Library and 

Information Science Education) mentioned: http://linkedjazz.org/about-the-project/  
- WEMI: don’t forget WEMI: Works, Expressions, Manifestations, and Items.  
- When MARC is dead and BIBFRAME is being used, catalogers will just fill in boxes 

which will link to authority files for authorized forms of names and headings. Cataloging 
will be simple and anyone will be able to catalog. 
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12:00 noon RILM (Répertoire International de Littérature Musicale) on ProQuest Luncheon 
- RILM has two databases that act as one: Classic and Retro (earlier works) 
- Check out the popular RLIM blog at Bibliolore: http://bibliolore.org/  
- DOI = Digital object identifier. The Wikipedia (the true source of all knowledge) entry 

begins: A digital object identifier (DOI) is a character string (a “digital identifier") used 
to uniquely identify an object such as an electronic document. 
 

1:30 p.m. RDA Music Joint Working Group business meeting 
- Three proposals to the Joint Steering Committee were discussed: 
- 1. 6JSC/Music/1 [Proposed revision to instructions 6.2.2.9.2, “Two or more parts,” 

6.14.2.7.2, “Two or more parts,” 6.27.2.3, “Two or more parts,” and 6.282.2.3 “Two or 
more parts”] 

- 2. 6JSC/Music/2 [Proposed revision to instruction 6.14.2.5, “Preferred title consisting 
solely of the name of one type of composition”] 

- 3. 6JSC/Music/3 [Proposed revisions for medium of performance (RDA 6.15.1, 6.28.1.9, 
6.28.1.10, and Appendix E.1.1)] 

- As you can tell these music librarians are reading and examining the RDA “rules” 
closely. 

- Steve Yusko handed over the Chair of RMJWG to Damian Iseminger (New England 
Conservatory). 

 
3:30 p.m. Bibliographic Control Committee: RDA Music Implementation Task Force business meeting 
 
5:30 p.m. RDA: Where We Are, One Year Later 

Casey Mullin, Stanford U.; Tracey Snyder, Cornell, U. 
- There will be a webinar on April 17 on RDA for Music: Popular Music, Jazz, and World 

Music Audio Recordings: http://www.alastore.ala.org/detail.aspx?ID=10909  
- “Title from label” note: do CDs actually have labels? Answer: no. RDA needs to be 

changed and update from the LP era. 
- Note: music catalogers on committees do not agree on rules and their interpretations. 

What chance to we in the field have to catalog music according to standards if no one 
agrees?  

  
Saturday – MLA  
7:30 a.m. RILM on EBSCO breakfast 

- Barry S. Brook 1918-1997 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barry_S._Brook) was the 
founder of RLIM. Everything written about music will appear here. 

- RILM has entries for among other things, ethnochoreoligists. 
- RIPM (Retrospective Index to Music Periodicals (1800-1950)) does not overlap RILM in 

coverage. 
- The ISO standard transliteration of Tchaikowsky is Čajkovskij but any way to spell it 

retrieval will be the same. It’s magic; and it uses the international authority file. 
- EBSCO has 500 databases besides RILM. 
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9:00 a.m. Plenary III: The Library of Congress National Recording Preservation Plan 
Sandi-Jo Malmon, Harvard U.; Brenda Nelson-Strauss, Indiana U.; Stephen Davison, UCLA; 
Mike Casey, Indiana U.; Eric Harbeson, U. of Colorado Boulder 

- Favorite quote: “The past is growing at an alarming rate and there’s only going to be 
more of it.” 

- 80% of the music on iTunes has never been played. 
- In 2000 the National Recording Preservation Act was passed. 
- Preservation and Access are linked. People need to hear and see what has been preserved. 
- LC has a National Jukebox: http://www.loc.gov/jukebox/  
- Degradation (can’t play a recording because there is no playback machine) is a great 

problem.  
- Librarians are working with Memnon (http://www.memnon.be/), a film digitization 

company. 
- Copyright is the biggest problem for preservation of the past. Work is being done to give 

preservationists authorization to save historical recordings. 
- Public and private collaboration is necessary for preservation. 
- We have about five years to get everything saved or it will go away forever as 8-track 

players, VHS, Edison cylinder players, CD players, etc., disappear. 
 
11:00 a.m. Bibliographic Control Committee business meeting 

- OCLC records coded “pcc” are irritating because typos cannot be corrected and more 
importantly “analytics” cannot be added. [Just this week I added 27 analytics to a pcc 
record and could not replace and add them to OCLC’s master record.] 

- The previously noted 130/245 field problem was again noted. 
- See the JSC web site (Joint Steering Committee for Development of RDA, 

http://www.rda-jsc.org/) for lots of good information.  
 
1:00 p.m. RDA and Public Services: Library Systems and RDA Implementation for Music 

Tom Bickley, committee chair, California State U. East Bay; Elizabeth Hille Cribbs, Northern 
Illinois U.; Sonya Archer-Capuzzo, U. North Carolina Greensboro; and Patty Falk, Bowling 
Green State U. were speakers. 

- Changes in RDA affect local system displays. 
- RDA has more extensibility as we move away from MARC. 
- RDA can use Dublin Core, MODS, and other newer systems. 
- RDA gets rid of most cataloging abbreviations since we have lifted the catalog card space 

restrictions: ill. becomes illustrations, and so forth. RDA Appendix B lists all 
abbreviations. 

- The GMD (General Material Designator) and will be replace by three 33x fields. Your 
local system must cope with this change to allow patrons to determine whether an entry is 
for a book, sound recording, or score. Will your local system icons be correct? 

- Librettists will now get the main entry spot rather than the composer of the music. 
Patrons might need help with this even though the composer should have an entry in the 
cataloging record. 
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- Field 260 is becoming a repeatable field 264. Again, a local system display situation to 
solve.  

- Do you want to display the “546 $b Staff notation” field? Does it mean anything to users? 
- Fields 344 (Sound characteristics), 346 (Video characteristics), and 518 (Date/time and 

place of event note) could be displayed differently since they are more coded in RDA 
rather than being free text as in AACR2. 

- Relationships ($e composer) may be searchable someday. 
- The local system must be updated to show the fields useful to users and to suppress fields 

only useful in computer manipulation. 
- An important book: RDA: Strategies for Implementation, published by ALA, in 2013. 
- Use of the authority file in the local system needs explored because the information in the 

authority file is being expanded. 
- In the future our local systems will have better displays and better searching because of 

RDA and BIBFRAME. 
 
2:00 p.m. A Community Conversation on Online-Only Music 

Judy Tsou, U. Washington; John Vallier , U. of Washington 
- Recorded music is going online. Online sales overtook CD sales a couple of years ago. 
- IMLS (Institute of Museum and Library Services) grants can help with preserving online 

resources. 
- Copyright is again important and an obstacle to overcome with online music. 
- How can libraries preserve online, digitized music when producers don’t want to 

cooperate? 
- The Internet Archive and its founder Brewster Kahle were mentioned as an example of 

success: “The Internet Archive is a non-profit digital library with the stated mission of 
universal access to all knowledge. It provides permanent storage of and free public access 
to collections of digitized materials, including websites, music, moving images, and 
nearly three million public-domain books. As of October 2012, its collection topped 10 
petabytes. In addition to its archiving function, the Archive is an activist organization, 
advocating for a free and open Internet”—Wikipedia, March 6, 2014. 

 
3:00 p.m. MLA Business Meeting 

Business was discussed. MLA members who died during the past year were remembered.  
 
7:00 p.m. Closing Cocktails and MLA Musicians 

What’s a music library conference without us playing and singing for each other while snacks and 
beverages are served? Pictures were taken and posted. Old friends were met and new friends 
made as we thought about returning home and absorbing all that we learned. 

 
Future events: 
 
Music Cataloging Institute: University of North Texas, Denton, Texas, June 9-13, 2014. Space is limited 
to 10 registrants. Tuition is $500. Instructors: Jean Harden, Janelle West, and Ralph Hartsock. 
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Next year’s MLA meeting: February 25 – March 1, 2015, Denver, Colorado 
 
The 2016 meeting will be in Cincinnati, February 28 – March 6. 
 
The 2017 meeting is being planned for Seattle. 
 


